Abstract-Multiview video coding (MVC) has attracted great attention from industries and research institutes. MVC is used to encode stereoscopic video streams for 3D playout systems such as 3D television, digital cinema, and IP network applications. MVC is an extended version of H.264/AVC that improves the performance of multiview videos. Yet, when compared with single-view video coding, MVC consumes much more time when encoding large amounts of data. Speed-up algorithms, therefore, are essential for realizing related applications. This paper presents a fast mode decision algorithm to avoid the high computational complexity of MVC. The proposed approach aims to reduce candidate modes and make mode decision process more efficient. The minimum and maximum values of rate-distortion cost (RD cost) in the previously encoded view are used to compute a threshold for each mode in the current view. Compared with joint multiview video coding, the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm provides an average of 79% in time savings with negligible bit rate increase and peak signal-to-noise ratio decrease.
(MVC) is a practical technique to handle 3D videos acquired from a multiocular system in slightly different viewpoints. In the past, various MVC techniques have been developed to apply to different consumer electronics. The Heinrich Hertz Institute, Berlin, Germany, introduced a 2D-compatible and commercially feasible 3DTV system for broadcast environments [11] . They aim at developing autostereoscopic displays, which require more than two views to allow different viewing positions in front of the screen. MVC supports multiple views coding within stereo 3D broadcast and is compatible with a single video stream. Mitsubishi electric research worked on developing advanced video compression algorithms for multiview videos in which video sequences are recorded simultaneously from multiple cameras [12] . 3D display and free viewpoint video are the target applications of this work. A highly optimized MVC decoder developed by [13] , which runs on Maemo platform, was integrated in a modified Internet tablet with an autostereoscopic display to demonstrate a natural real-time 3D movie playback. IEEE 3DTV-CON was where the prototype made public. The MVC encoder can encode the stereoscopic views with high-quality full 1080 p for viewers to have an enjoyable 3D experience.
The Advanced Video Coding (AVC) based MVC is the most straightforward solution to encode all views independently by using H.264/AVC. Since multiview videos contain large amounts of data, the reduction of the massive computation required for the encoding process is an essential issue in their implementations. The AVC-based MVC could not perform well because a lot of redundancies exist in different views. It seems that the combination of temporal and inter-view predictions is the key for improving the MVC coding efficiency. The Joint Video Team (JVT) developed the reference software called joint multiview video coding (JMVC) [14] . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a certain view can be predicted efficiently not only from temporally related frames of the same camera but also from its corresponding frames of adjacent views. In Fig. 1 , hierarchical B picture (HBP) prediction structure and disparity estimation (DE) are employed in JMVC. The HBP prediction structure categorizes all views into two kinds: main and auxiliary views. Main views, which are , and , only use temporal prediction, while auxiliary views, which are , and , need disparity estimation referred to the main view. Therefore, MVC has two kinds of estimations: one is the conventional temporal direction prediction for motion estimation, and the other is the inter-view direction prediction 1551-3203 © 2013 IEEE for disparity estimation on auxiliary view. This information can be used for the combined temporal/inter-view prediction [15] . In MVC implementations, HBP structure and motion estimation burden computational complexity, resulting in a big problem in establishing a practical multiview coding system. In recent years, how to reduce computational complexity while still keeping the coding performance simultaneously is an important research topic. Several fast motion estimation algorithms have been proposed to accelerate MVC encoding process. Kim et al. proposed a fast disparity and motion estimation for MVC by dynamically controlling the search range according to the reliability of each macroblock (MB) to reduce computational complexity [16] . Making use of the correlations between the neighboring cameras and between the motion and the disparity, Li et al. proposed a fast disparity and motion estimation for MVC [17] . Zhu et al. proposed fast disparity estimation by using the spatio-temporal correlation and the temporal variation of disparity field to accelerate the encoding process [18] . However, the time saving is limited because only the motion estimation and disparity estimation for [17] and [18] are considered. The computational complexity of mode decision is high; therefore, of course, reducing the complexity of mode decision is also a key to accelerating MVC encoding process. Zhu et al. also proposed a fast intermode decision for MVC based on the correlation between textural complexities and intramode rate-distortion (RD) costs, and the correlation of intramode RD costs between views [19] . Several works employed early termination concept into the fast mode decision in MVC [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In [25] and [26] , mode decision, search range, and reference direction were jointly considered to improve MVC coding performance. Because jointly coding between the texture video and depth map is still an open problem, Zhang et al. proposed a multiview video plus depth (MVD) algorithm based on the texture and depth map correlation [27] This paper proposes an algorithm to accelerate the mode decision process in MVC through the relation of the RD cost between different views.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed fast mode decision algorithm, including its motivation, observation, and the in-depth details. In Section III, extensive experimental results show the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED FAST MODE DECISION ALGORITHM

A. Motivation and Observation
In the MVC structure, the number of the B frame is larger than that of the P frame. The skip mode in the P frame is very similar to the direct mode in the B frame; therefore, we call both of them as direct mode in this paper for better explanation. By observing various kinds of video sequences, we roughly classify a frame into two kinds of regions: background and object. The background region is usually static or has similar motion in neighboring MBs. Direct mode utilizes the motion vector of the co-located encoded MB to calculate the current MB's one; hence, there is no need to do motion estimation. Therefore, it is the most time and computational complexity saving method. Background is usually encoded by the direct mode. Fig. 3 . The direct mode takes up most part of modes, especially in Exit and Vassar. These two sequences, which belong to less object and slow motion have more than 79% direct mode. Even though Jungle and Uli have many objects and large motion, their direct mode still occupies more than 50% compared with other modes. Therefore, we use this distinguishing feature to determine the direct mode first to reduce the encoding time efficiently. From Table I , we observe that the direct mode is the dominant mode in each sequence and can reach up to 84.8% at most.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the distribution of the direct mode shows that the background is almost encoded with the same mode in this scene. It is obvious that the mode in the background of a view is strongly similar to that of other views or frames. Therefore, the mode in the background could be easily decided according to the one of the adjacent views. However, the mode decision in the foreground could not employ the same idea as it in the background because of the different video characteristics. This paper proposes an algorithm to determine each mode in the current view through the adjacent views' RD cost values.
To acquire the best mode of the current MB, the mode is decided by Lagrangian optimization, which makes a tradeoff between the distortion and bits. Because of the special characteristic of multiview videos, the disparity between adjacent views can be described by disparity vectors. Therefore, information of the adjacent views, like RD cost, can be used to do mode prediction. Fig. 5 shows the numbers of RD cost of each mode, including direct 16 16, 16 8, 8 16 , and 8 8 modes; as shown in the figure, the minimum RD cost value of the direct mode is smaller than the minimum RD cost value as well as the maximum value of other modes. The RD cost distributions of each mode obviously cover different ranges in the axis of RD cost value, which is a distinguishing feature. Fig. 6 shows the MB numbers of each RD cost interval for each selected mode in view and view for various sequences. From observations, the RD cost histograms of adjacent views are highly correlated; this relation is employed in performing the proposed mode decision algorithm.
B. Determination of Thresholds for Mode Decision
The correlation of modes' RD cost values between adjacent views exists as mentioned above. Therefore, not only the mode but also the RD cost value could be used to do mode prediction. First, the minimum and maximum values of RD cost for each mode in the previously encoded view are recorded. The ranges of each mode's minimum and maximum RD cost value in the current view are in certain proportion to that in the previously encoded view. Therefore, the mode of one view can be predicted from the adjacent views by utilizing the RD cost relation, saving a large amount of computation.
The details of the proposed algorithm are explicated in the following. Equation (1) shows the calculation of an adaptive threshold for the current MB: (1) where represents the mode type (16 16, 16 8, 8 16, and 8 8) , and is the RD cost value. and are the minimum and maximum RD cost values of the certain mode from the frame in the previously encoded view, respectively. The notation represents the RD cost value of the co-located MB from the previously encoded view. Furthermore, and are the minimum and maximum RD cost values of co-located MB mode from previously encoded view. Fig. 7 illustrates the relation of RD cost thresholds between different views for two cases. In Fig. 7(a) , the co-located MB in the previously coded view is encoded with 16 16 mode, so the adjustment of all thresholds would be based on the RD cost of 16 16 mode ( in the first line). In Fig. 7(b) , the co-located MB in the previously coded view is encoded with 16 8 mode, so the adjustment of all thresholds would follow the RD cost of 16 8 mode ( in the second line). From (1), the adaptive thresholds, and , are computed according to the high correlation between views. Through these thresholds, an appropriate mode for the MB of the current view could be acquired efficiently.
We take Fig. 8 as an example to explain our proposed algorithm. The position of MB locates at the most upper-right corner of the fourth frame of in Ballroom. We first record the ranges of the RD cost values of all modes in the precoded view frame. The minimum values of modes direct, 16 , which are 3376, 5264, 5625, and 12 484, respectively. We find that the tendency of the threshold values is very similar to RD costs, and this observation is very useful to mode decision. When encoding, direct mode has the first priority, and we assume its RD cost value is , which is used to predict mode 16 16 . If is smaller than and the co-located MB is direct mode in the previously coded view, the current MB is not necessary to be encoded by 16 16 . We continue to compare with 5264, 5625, and 12 484 to exclude other modes. Note that the threshold values often increase along with the order of , and but have exceptions sometimes. Fig. 9 depicts the flowchart of the proposed scheme. First, some necessary information for every frame on the reference view is recorded for the follow-up steps. If the RD cost value of direct mode is smaller than , it means the direct mode would be better than 16 16 mode for the current MB, and the motion estimation for 16 16 can be skipped. A similar process can be applied to different modes; therefore, the proposed algorithm reduces the large computation in MVC.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the simulations, the proposed algorithm is implemented on the reference software, JMVC version 4.0 [14] . The test sequences are Ballroom (640 480), Exit (640 480), Jungle ( 1024 768 
where PSNR Bit rate , and Time are PSNR, bit rate, and encoding time of the proposed method, respectively. PSNR Bit rate , and Time are PSNR, bit rate, and encoding time of JMVC reference software, respectively. First, the test sequence has three views, and the view and the view are used for reference. Therefore, only the frames in the view (auxiliary view) are tested for performance evaluation, as shown in Table III . In addition, the average results of the views and are shown in Table IV . As shown in the Table III , the proposed algorithm, when compared with JMVC, saves the highest encoding time up to 94.74% and an average of 79.32% but has an average of 0.065-dB PSNR decrease and 0.55% bit rate increase. In Table IV , compared with JMVC, the proposed algorithm saves 80.02% encoding time on average but also has 0.07-dB PSNR decrease and 0.61% bit rate increase on average.
In Exit and Vassar, since the background in these two sequences occupies a large proportion of a frame, the proposed algorithm can lower computational complexity and lead to much higher efficiency. In Jungle and Uli, although there are more objects, the coding times of these two sequences are reduced around 68% as well. That is, the proposed algorithm could speed up the MVC coding process efficiently in various videos.
In addition to inter-view mode prediction, we can extend the concept of the proposed method to inter-frame mode prediction. As for interframe mode prediction, the RD cost value of B frame is used to predict the threshold of the proposed method for mode decision. In Table V , if we apply the concept of the proposed method to both inter-view and interframe predictions, we can save encoding time up to 76.65% with 0.07-dB PSNR degradation and 0.26% bit rate increase. proposed algorithm saves 15% of encoding time with negligible 0.24% bit rate increase and 0.02-dB PSNR decrease. Table VII shows the comparisons of the proposed algorithm and [26] for the views and . Compared with [26] , the proposed algorithm has similar encoding time and PSNR, but our method saves around 1% in bit rate. Figs. 10 and 11 show RD curve comparisons of JMVC, [26] and the proposed method for Ballroom and Exit sequences, respectively. The RD curves of our proposed method are much closer to that of JMVC than [26] . In Fig. 12 , the MB with direct mode is marked by white. The other modes, including 16 reduced efficiently by excluding these modes, especially that 8 8 modes cost lots of encoding time. However, in Jungle and Uli, the proportion of the mode 16 16 is a little bit higher; therefore, the saved coding time is not as much as that of other benchmarks.
In Table IX , the proposed algorithm shows that there is a minimum 71% and maximum 91% chance where the final and only test mode is direct mode. Mode decision is one of the components that require the most encoding time in video coding; the proposed method can accurately exclude other candidate modes to reduce the encoding time. Table X shows the hit rate comparison of JMVC and the proposed method in six test sequences for different QPs. When QP equals to 32, the hit rate of the proposed method reaches to 91.36%, and the average hit rate is 86.88%. Fig. 13 shows the details of the view of the fourteenth frames in Ballroom and Exit sequences when QP equals to 32. In Fig. 13(b) and (c) , the objective quality of the proposed method has slight degradation and the speed-up ratio reaches to 88% compared with JMVC. In Fig. 13(d) and (e), the subjective and objective qualities of the proposed method and JMVC are very similar; however, our method has significant improvement on the coding time.
IV. CONCLUSION
Multiview video, which gathers its data of a time period through cameras simultaneously shooting from different angles, can offer a user experience that traditional media are not able to. The massive information in multiview sequences leads to heavy computational complexity, which is one of the most pressing problems for MVC implementation. This paper proposes a fast mode decision algorithm for MVC by using the RD cost relation between the adjacent view and the current view. The RD cost value of the previously encoded view is employed to derive the adaptive thresholds for mode decision. The computational complexity of the mode decision process in MVC is reduced significantly, and the average time-saving encoding MVC streams achieves up to 79%, which keeps almost the same level of coding efficiency with JMVC. In addition, the proposed method outperforms the existing method. In addition, the proposed method can be combined with other fast motion estimation and disparity estimation algorithms to further reduce the complexity in MVC.
